General Economic Theory: Macroeconomics

CRN: 12623
Course Number: 510
Department (unused): ECON
Description:
Analysis of short-run determination of aggregate employment, income, prices, and interest rates in closed and open economies. Stabilization policies.

Instructor Name (manual entry): Zhen Huo
Instructor(s): Zhen Huo
Fabrizio Zilibotti
Subject Code (deprecated): ECON
Subject Number (unused): ECON510
Meeting Pattern (deprecated): MW 1.00-2.20
Term Code: 201903
Session (deprecated): 01
Syllabus Link: https://yale.instructure.com/courses/49527/assignments/syllabus

Source URL: https://economics.yale.edu/graduate/courses/general-economic-theory-macroeconomics/201903